
 

YOUR ONE STOP NATURAL STONE SHOPPE 

The Simple Money Saving Way To Get Granite: 

Draw your kitchen, bath, or bar top:  Don’t worry about being exact or drawing to scale.  Just draw your existing 

counters and measure in inches the length of your counters.  Indicate which edges are open and which edges meet an 

appliance, cabinet or wall.  Indicate which areas will need a backsplash.  The purpose of this drawing is to determine 

how much granite your project will require.  Since every stone is unique, knowing the quantity will help guide the 

process of stone selection.  Fax your drawing to Justin (814)374-4621 or email to Justin@CreeksaideGranite.com 

Choose your granite slabs. We will assist you in picking your granite from one of our suppliers. 

Shopping:   Have fun walking through the rows of stone.  Decide whether you prefer stone with movement, waves or a 

more consistent pattern.  When you find the stone you want, make sure there are enough slabs to complete your 

project (you know how much you need from step one).   

Tag it:  Tagging stone only means that the supplier agrees not to sell that stone to someone else for 14 days.  You are 

not obligated to buy that stone, and no deposit is required.  Just have your contact information and make sure they 

know Creekside Granite is the fabricator.  Once you tag your stone, contact Justin at 814-657-3294. 

Price:  Our team will discuss the cost of the stone with you.  Every stone is a different price, so it is essential for you to 

know which stone you like before we can determine the price.  If you agree on the price, you’ll leave a deposit with 

Creekside Granite and we’ll have you stone delivered to our fabrication shop. 

Template:  Justin will come out and make a template of your kitchen.  He will build an exact outline of your project using 

precise measurements.  He will also discuss any special custom features you may want to add to your project.  If the 

actual square footage differs from the preliminary drawing you supplied, the price may go up or down accordingly. 

Lay Out:  The template will be placed on your stone and if your stone has significant movement (or color variation) you 

may meet with our team in the shop to view the layout of the templates on the stone.  If your stone does not contain 

much movement or the pattern of your stone is consistent Step 7 may not apply. 

Edging:  The exposed edges of your counters need to be finished.  You may choose one of the following or try our 

mitered edge. 

          Eased                          Big Eased           Full or Half Bull Nose           Ogee                          Chisel                             Bevel 

                                                               

Sink:  Undermount is the most popular available today, but we will help you pick your perfect sink. 

We are now ready to set up the installation! 


